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This travel book is dedicated to all those
who with their glances, their steps,
their warmth, their songs, their harmonicas
opened their souls to me and let me wear
their wigs and let me drink from
their glasses, thus revealing to me unknown
depths of the soul of hospitable black Africa.

From Ios to Namibia
Invitation to a wedding in faraway Africa
It was late one summer afternoon on the beautiful island of Ios. I sat in the
bar area of the Petra resort looking out at the sea. Across from me, surrounded
by the blue waters of the bay, the little church of Saint Irene gave all seeking
shelter in the small harbor a blue and white welcome.
A large tree, a eucalypt from distant Australia which had taken residency many
years ago and grown tall, threw its shade over the small plaza of the resort.
Sitting in a director’s chair with view the endless blue, I daydreamed between
memories of the past and dreams of the future.
I usually follow the activity in the port with a pair of binoculars. I watch the
movements of seafarers as they arrive seeking shelter and supplies in the stunning natural harbor. I assess their dexterity, see what swimming costumes they
are sporting, check out their hair color, count the number of men and women
on deck, watch how they furl their sails and ready their anchors which have
been dropped many times on their passage through the Greek islands.
I observe the ferry boat tie up at the pier and follow hordes of tourists as they
emerge from the belly of the ship, as during the invasion of Normandy. I see
motor yachts with their captains giving directions to the crew from the cockpit
while their owners follow their floating kingdoms approach to shore with the
air of Onassis, arms crossed over their chests.
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There are the excursion boats filled with young people from all over the world
returning from day trips to the sandy beaches of Ios. I see cormorants flapping
their wings and stretching their necks after a dive for fish in the azure waters.
At that moment a couple climbs the steps leading from the beach to the bar
area of the resort. They are young, slim, and athletic. The man and the woman
both wear the same kind of sneakers and are of about the same height. The
only obvious difference between them is the color of their skin.

Katonas, as I knew him, was creative, able, hard-working, quick, and tireless,
but he seemed impatient, unable to see things through to the end. He had the
soul of a Greek Zorbas, and there was no confining his restless mind with rules
and regulations.
The couple had met in London where they both worked. Katonas taught computer classes and Papaleni worked in a hospital. They had returned to Ios and
opened a small shop with electronic equipment in the port.

The woman has skin like chocolate ice cream while the man’s is like vanilla
ice cream. I recognized the man immediately. It was Katonas, Othonas’ son,
who had come to fix a problem we were having with the internet at the hotel.
I had learned that he had married a black woman from Namibia a few weeks
earlier at the island’s Town Hall. I rose to greet the couple and congratulate the
slender Papaleni Shilongo, the first black wife of Ios.

Their wedding at Town Hall had been a marvelous, fascinating event. Papaleni
was married to Katonas and became a Greek citizen, without being a famous
athlete, or a weightlifter, or paid $250,000 for some house, thus acquiring Greek
nationality. Her love for Katonas made her Greek. And so, stunning Papaleni
became the first black Greek in beautiful Ios to where Katonas had brought her
from distant Africa without provoking a Trojan War.

Papaleni went ahead and gracefully took a seat at the table. She was a very
beautiful black woman. Her lips were full, and exuded confidence. Her hair was
dark, full, and soft, and would look good coiffed any way. Her skin was the
color of dark chocolate. Her step was light but steady.

Bit by bit the couple let me know that in December they were going to have a
church wedding in the former German colony of Namibia. The Roman-Catholic
ceremony was to take place in the bride’s hometown. I began asking questions
about the wedding. I asked how many guests were invited, where the bride’s
village was, and much else.

Her head rested on her shoulders with unassuming dignity. That she was a
refined and cultured person showed in her eyes. Papaleni was certainly a beautiful representative of the black race. Katonas on the other hand was tall, fair
haired, light skinned, and had long hands. It was as if he had a restless soul.
He walked as if he was being distracted with every step. His thoughts surely
moved faster than he could walk.
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I was told there would be approximately 2000 guests, all the inhabitants of the
town. I learned in which church the wedding would take place, which priest
would marry the couple and many details of the African wedding ceremony.
At one point I asked Katonas if anyone from Ios would be there, and the disappointment on his face was obvious. “No, Nico”, he told me.
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«My brother Vasilis is opening a new restaurant and has loans to repay and
other responsibilities, and my father and friends have financial and other reasons why they can’t make such a big trip. I will be alone at my wedding», he
said with a smile.
Listening to their story I saw a prime opportunity for an expedition. I could not
let Katonas his wedding all alone as the only white person amongst thousands
of black people. I spontaneously informed the couple that I was seriously considering joining them. The couple responded enthusiastically. Papaleni took a
piece of paper and wrote:
Wedding Invitation, 20. January 2008, time 13:00, groom Katonas Bouzalakos,
bride Papaleni Shilongo, in Ongwediva, Northern Namibia, wedding ceremony
at the Okatana Church.
We took leave of each other smiling happily. I could tell from their faces that
they thought my intentions fanciful, just wishful thinking as the English would
say, and that I would probably not come to their wedding. But I was determined to go. Opportunity to travel to Africa for a specific reason does not arise
often. I would go to Katonas’ wedding in Namibia no matter what. I would go
as compatriot from Ios, as a white friend, as witness to the wedding ceremony,
as the groom’s photographer.
Upon my return to Athens in the autumn I hurried to the bookstore ‘Road’ on
the corner of Solonos and Hippocratous Streets, which specializes in travel
publications. I purchased a tour guide to Namibia and impatiently opened the
map to find Papaleni’s town Ongwediva.
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Tn Flight towards the Southern Hemisphere
Everything was ready at the beginning of December 2008: my passport, the
visa from the Namibian Embassy in Athens, the international driving license, my
credit card which I would need to rent a car, yellow fever vaccination, malaria
pills, a money belt, some dollars in small bills, two pairs of pants – in case one
pair got wet, my camera, a light windbreaker, and the travel guide.
My trip began with a night flight on legendary Olympic Airlines from Athens
to Johannesburg. It took nine hours to reach JNB, an airport with some of the
longest runways in the world.
The presence of Greek expats in South Africa was noticeable from the moment
we saw the shops at the airport: there were Greek bakeries, Greek feta, Greek
honey. I immediately went to the office of South African Airways to purchase
a ticket for the continuation of my trip to Namibia.
I was offered a package deal with two stopovers, one in Cape Town and the
other in Durban before my final destination of Windhoek, the capital of Namibia. It was a tempting deal and I decided to make a whirlwind visit to South
Africa before continuing my trip to the newlyweds.
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Cape Town
There was an hour before the next flight from Johannesburg to Cape Town,
which was the first stop on my whirlwind visit to South Africa. Cape Town
was a legendary crossroads on the European colonists’ ocean route to the East.
Bartholomew Dias from Portugal was the first to discover the hospitable harbor
on his travels to India.
One hundred and fifty years later the Dutchman Jan Van Riebeck arrived with
his family to settle here and exploit the area of Cape Town on behalf of the
Dutch East India Company. Thousands of workers were brought from Dutch
colonies in Indonesia and elsewhere to which the Dutch East India Company
had been granted a thirty-year monopoly. Most of the workers were Muslims.
The native Black people of the area were considered non-cooperative.
Few years later Protestant Huguenots from France found welcome shelter from
Catholic prosecution in their homeland. The Dutch company granted the refugees land to plant vineyards in order to produce their famous French wines.
At the end of the 19th century England, the large colonial power, decided it
wanted Cape Town for its own. The first Dutch settlers, known as Boers, resisted in vain, and only few years later the entire region fell under English rule.
Gold and diamonds were discovered in South Africa. White, Black, and Colored
people arrived in the city looking for work. Cape Town became a large melting
pot of all human races at the southern tip of black Africa and was expecting us.
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The Hotel-Prison Breakwater Lodge
We were served breakfast on the flight from Johannesburg to Cape Town. In the
pocket in the back of the seat in front of me South African Airways had provided a leaflet containing information on the tourist attractions of the country.
In between photos of lions, hotels in Kruger Park, vineyards of the famous South
African wines, and much else, my attention was caught by an advertisement
by the Protea Hotel chain, a Marriott affiliate. The ad promoted amongst other
properties the Breakwater Lodge, a 19th century English prison which had been
transformed into a hotel and was part of the chain’s inventory.
The notion of spending a night in prison had captivated me for years. Never
having spent one night in prison, or even in custody, I felt a sense of curiosity.
So I decided to stay at the Breakwater Lodge and thus spend a night in the
same place as convicts in the last century – hardcore pirates, wild Dutch miners and many others who had gone against the rules of the era and had been
committed to jail.
After a two-hour flight the airplane landed in Cape Town, considered by many
to be the most beautiful city in the world. The nature, the plants, the colors of
the horizon, the fragrance of the air all remind of Greece.
And there it was, the famous Table Mountain, as in the photos covered in thick
white cloud fed by the damp breezes coming off the foaming surf of the Atlantic Ocean.
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After getting through passport control at the airport I retrieved my suitcase and
boarded a bus. Sitting by the window I observed Whites, Blacks, Indians, people of various colors going about their business. We arrived at the end of the
bus line at the famous V & A Waterfront, the vibrant commercial and touristic
seaside center of Cape Town.
This is where in the 19th century convicts were unloaded from the boats and
led in chains up the stone steps to the city prison. I, too, climbed those same
stone steps and found myself in a beautiful square overlooking the port, at the
Breakwater Lodge which in the previous century had been the English Prison
of Cape Town.
The square at the top of the hill used to be the courtyard of the prison. The
view was magnificent. There were the slanted roofs of historic buildings in the
port, with their tiles and chimneys just waiting to tell stories of yore. These
were outshone by Table Mountain with its famed cloudy shroud, while in the
distance the Atlantic dallied with the Indian Ocean.
The prison building was constructed of stone, with tower-like elevations at its
corners, and well-designed with interior patios for air and light. Most of the
prisoners’ cells looked out onto the Atlantic Ocean.
The plaza, the prisoner’s outdoor sitting room, was exquisite and could easily
hold its own with courtyards of western cathedrals and eastern mosques. As
if watching a film, I could see the 19th century convicts shuffling along and
mumbling to each other in this beautiful place.
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In truth, if we had such a beautiful prison in an impressive location by the
seaside in Greece who would go first could have easily become an apple of
discord.
Having greased the palms of the authorities it would be Albanian drug dealers
who got the first spots. Then our elected officials would be securing cells for
their ill-famed friends and previous ministers of government who had the misfortune to be convicted of mishandling of funds. Ordinary citizens hoping to
pay off their prison sentence would surely flirt with the idea of sitting out their
term in such a lovely spot. Demand would be huge.
Given the favorable climate in our country and pioneering legislation which
permits certain exemplary convicts to exit the prison, the notion of creating
five-star VIP prisons with sea view would certainly become famous worldwide.
Prisoners from countries within the Schengen area with high income levels from
accumulation of stolen goods would apply to be transferred to Greece. Along
with their associates, strongmen, and thugs they would contribute to the Greek
economy by stimulating the real estate market and food consumption in the
areas around those prisons.
Having experience with granting similar ease of access to wealthy foreigners,
the Greek authorities would soon issue a “golden prisoner visa”, available to all
foreign convicts wishing to invest more than five million euros.
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The beachfronts around the prisons would be developed and utilized by a new
generation of five-star millionaire convict investors for the benefit of our national economy. I was fascinated by the idea.
Laughing to myself and proud of my innovative, ministerial-level business concept, I strolled toward the reception desk of the Breakwater Lodge hotel where
I asked a young woman dressed in simple blue and grey hotel uniform whether
there might be a room-cell available to me. She handed me a large key to room
14 on the ground floor.
The stone walls of the room were about one meter thick, wide enough to
discourage any aspirational Montecristo. I figured that the room at one time
must have held six to eight prisoners. After making sure no seven-lived pirate
was hiding in the bathroom or in the closet, I left my things and went out into
the hall.
The hallway was spacious and had iron-barred windows in the ceiling. The
iron doors of the room-cells on the left and right reminded of prisons as we
know them from American films. At the end of the hallway there was a large
heavy door that served as entrance and exit for one-time prisoners and todays
guests. I stepped out into the sun-filled courtyard, took a seat on a bench, and
was transfixed by the view of Table Mountain. Fewer than 24 hours had passed
since leaving Athens.
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V & A Waterfront, inaugural use of the video camera
My first tour of Cape Town was along the Atlantic Ocean. I descended the
stairs of the former prison onto the quays and docks of the Victoria and Alfred
Waterfront. The V & A is a seaside development consisting of restaurants, museums, aquariums, small and large shops, malls, the city’s best hotels, marinas
for racing sailboats, and outdoor entertainment facilities. It was the ideal place
in which to try out the video camera I had purchased shortly before leaving
Athens.
I sat off to the side on a step by the entrance to the Victoria Wharf Center, a
large shopping center. I held the camera still and while it looked like I was reviewing footage, I was really secretly filming people entering the mall. Young,
old, white, black, well- and poorly dressed, beautiful, ugly, with and without
tattoos, single or in company, all passed unknowingly in front of the lens of my
new Sony video camera that I was using for the first time.
The moving images captured by the video camera delighted me. I immediately
understood that to pick the perfect angle from which to capture the coming
and going of pedestrians was the great secret success of any aspiring cameraman amateur traveler.
I had managed to immortalize, in short time, from the entrance of a shopping
center in Cape Town, the expectations, the mannerisms, the sufferings, the
nature of the entire population of a metropolis on its way to for whatever it
considered essential to live.
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I spent the whole afternoon at the V & A. The old harbor of Cape Town had
recently undergone a multi-million-dollar renovation and was now worthy
of competing with comparable sites such as the harbor of San Francisco. I
walked for hours between historical and modern buildings.
I began at Two Oceans Aquarium where sharks with crooked teeth swam
in huge glass tanks. From behind the windows I watched rays gracefully
move their agile slim bodies and give us enigmatic looks. I saw motionless
giant crabs showing off their formidable claws, Jackass penguins gathered in
a room cackling like a group of garrulous old men, and dark-skinned seals
swimming and twisting and hugging one another with fluid impressive movements. I observed starfish, immobile on the bottom of the tank as if wanting
to tell the hyperactive yellow fish around them: “Take a break. Stop swimming in circles, you’re driving us insane.”
Afterwards I went to the Water Craft Market where handmade African objects, wooden statuettes, sculpted black figurines, pagan symbols, and various
souvenirs produced by thousands of inhabitants of small villages in the black
continent for the tourist market. Most were carved from authentic African
wood, and none were made in China.
Right next to the Market was the Robinson Graving Dock, the dry dock where
oceangoing fishing boats are repaired. I’ve always enjoyed going around the
boats resting on the ground in the docks.
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I wondered how many battles these rusty old tubs had fought with the waves
before coming to shore for rest and a makeover.
A few meters further down was the Iziko Maritime museum, a paradise for lovers of wooden models of historic boats. I continued my walk past the historic
Table Bay Hotel, stopped for coffee at the famed Quay Four Restaurant, and
ended up at the Waterfront Agfa Amphitheatre.
This “hop on hop off” (step in step out???) amphitheater was accessible from all
sides and required no entry fee or ticket. I came and left all afternoon, catching various performances in the amphitheater. Theater pieces, modern African
singers, traditional dance ensembles, the Cape Town Philharmonic took turns
entertaining passers-by on the V & A Waterfront. That evening I returned by
foot to my cell and fell asleep early. The next day was going to be the only
chance I had to explore Cape Town and I wanted to be fresh and alert.
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Cape of Good Hope
On December 14, 2008 the sun rose at 6:43. I got out of bed in my cell. I was
absolutely certain I would not be able to manage the day. I was sure I would
not have time to take in any of the museums of the city, nor taste any of the
famed South African wines in the vineyards of Stellenbosch. Under no circumstances could I find time to visit Robben Island where Nelson Mandela was
incarcerated for 27 years. Impossible to manage a trip to Hermanus Beach to
watch whales blow from the surface of the sea, or to the zoo to see the one
hundred and fifty different types of South African monkeys.
The purpose of my trip to Cape Town was a pilgrimage to the Cape of Good
Hope, where the Atlantic and Indian Oceans meet. I started with a quick tour
of the historic center of the city. I descended the steps from the prison to the
V & A and hopped aboard one of those red tourist buses with the open top.
From up there I photographed old buildings, the fort once inhabited by Jan van
Riebeck and the first European colonists, the square where large parades took
place in that era, and Old Town House. Then we stopped at the entrance to
the Table Mountain cable car.
I am usually not excited by the belvedere of large cities, and in fact feel distressed. Looking from above one can see antennae, solar water heaters, and
air conditioners on the rooftops of the buildings. Only traditional towns with
sky-facing tiled roofs whose beauty no one, not even heavenly angels and
gods, can deny, are worth the view from up high.
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In Cape Town the view from Table Mountain is stunning. The boundlessness of
the oceans is fascinating, the ships in port fill you with a longing for the unknown, Lionhead and the mountains around entice you with their beauty. For all
the lovely views from up high, I decided that Table Mountain, cloaked in clouds
and full of mystery, was more alluring from the distance. I quickly came down
the mountain and boarded the next excursion bus to the Cape of Good Hope.
The road to the southernmost point of Africa resembles the coastal road to
Sounion. The dry grasses and boulders to the left and right of the road were the
same as in Greece. The seaside suburbs of Hout Bay along the way reminded
of Vouliagmeni and Varkiza.
That day there were many cyclists on the splendid road overlooking the Atlantic. They were training for the next international cycling race which was to
take place on that stretch in a few months’ time. Tens of thousands of athletes
from all over the world were to participate. We passed the notorious Chapmans
Peak, where the mountain drops sharply into the sea and reminds of Kakia
Skalia on the road to Corinth. The bus stopped at the edge of Cape Point promontory, a navigational landmark for all sailors of the past century. The point is
protected by the surrounding national park. I climbed up to the lighthouse of
Cape Point. The breeze was Greek.
It felt like I was at the Temple of Poseidon in Sounio, minus the ancient marble. All that was missing was King Aegeus, waiting for Theseus to return with
a rigging of white instead of black sails. I inserted a coin into the binoculars
provided and gazed out at the churning sea.
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Bartholomew Dias’ caravels which first appeared in these waters in the 15th
century were not to be seen. Nor did sharks, whales, or dolphins appear on
the horizon. Only seabirds gave stunning performances in the air and executed
noteworthy landing maneuvers on the water. Some groups of seagulls and wild
pigeons were perched on the cliffs and nearby some monkeys approached
garbage cans full of trash left by tourists. Next to the lighthouse was a column
with wooden arrows pointing to various world capitals, along with their distance from Cape Point: Peking 12.933km, Sydney 11.642km, Jerusalem 7.468km,
Amsterdam 9.635km. A paved path invited visitors to descend towards the
beach.
Cape of Good Hope was not the remote place at the edge of the world I had
imagined it to be. It was a familiar looking outcropping of rocks by the sea
which reminded of the Greek shoreline. The kind of place that, whenever the
slightest breeze blows from the north your lungs fill with hope. And yet it was
exotic. Between the stones eroded by the waves I detected some black and
white small animals moving along as if battery-operated. They were wandering
penguins, there on purpose to remind us that we were rally in the southern
hemisphere.
We returned to Cape Town along the eastern side of the peninsula, the side
facing the Indian Ocean. We came to the historic port of Simons Town which
hosts the fleet of the South African navy right next to the largest penguin colony in the world. We passed through Fish Hoek and other well-known beaches
of the eastern peninsula and found ourselves back in Cape Town right in time
for an air tour of the city.
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Meeting with Greeks in the sky over Cape Town
The embarkation point for the helicopter tours was also at the V & A Waterfront. The choppers came and left like buses of the sky. The twenty-minute
flight over the city cost one hundred dollars per person. One could also book
flights to destinations further away for about one thousand dollars. I donned
a life vest and got on board as did a couple. The man, video camera in hand,
took the front seat next to the pilot. His wife and I sat in the back where we
each had a window seat from which we could take pictures.
The woman had fair skin and blue eyes, and her husband looked European.
Before covering my ears with the headphones, I asked the couple the classic
question: Where are you from? Their answer was unexpected: We are from
Greece. We were all greatly surprised. They were Giannis and Maria, Greeks
from Thasos. I knew that whatever stone you turned over you would find a
Greek, but I never expected to encounter Greeks in the sky over Cape Town.
The helicopter took off towards the sea. I watched the crashing waves of the
Atlantic in awe. I searched the horizon in vain for a Portuguese caravel, one
of Jan van Riebeck’s Dutch frigates, or an English warship taking part in the
invasion of Cape Town. The helicopter soon turned toward land and flew over
the V & A, the docks where containers were unloaded, the racing boat marina.
It swooped over the pools of rich white people at the foot of Table Mountain
and took direction towards the Twelve Apostles Mountain Range.
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We approached Lion Head, a mountain whose summit resembles the head of
a lion. The mountain separates the center of the city from the eastern suburbs
and reminds me of Lycabettus Hill.
Suddenly I noticed a large open space in between the buildings. The pilot
informed me that an eccentric millionaire had given it to the city with the
condition that it remain forever open to the public and stay free of buildings.
I was astonished. I imagined how our politicians would be licking their fingers
if they had such a large open space in the center of Athens to exploit. I could
just picture them having their picture taken in front of models of hotels and
casinos, or while cutting ribbons arm in arm with Saudi investors while being
applauded by well-dressed attendees. I envisaged them dealing with brokers
while subordinates set off fireworks to celebrate the matchmaking of wealthy
foreign suitors and the beautiful Greek earth.
With malevolent satisfaction I imagined them waking up in the morning disappointed and furious that some environmentally conscious rich fellow had set
legal barriers to their haughty dreams. Despite my ironic opinion of our Greek
political representatives, I wondered how Central Park in New York had managed to avoid greedy real estate speculators and what New York would be
without Central Park.
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It was strange to have such thoughts about spatial planning and the environment while in a helicopter flying above a city. Cape Town, however, is a special
city. It is the only city in the world has a national park within its city limits.
There are suburbs for the whites, suburbs for the blacks, suburbs for the colored. The first international conference on the environment took place at the
University of the Western Cape.
During Apartheid leftist parties and organizations were banned in South Africa
and the ecological movement conspired with them against the regime. The
ANC, Nelson Mandela’s party, unions, and other organizations one by one took
a progressive stance on environmental issues. The population began to participate in political ecological actions and came to love their city more than
money.
The motto “Ecologise Politics, Politicise Ecology” was born in Cape Town. Mayor Helen Zille was conferred the World Mayor Award in 2008, declaring her
the world’s best mayor. The Democratic Alliance governs the city with environmental awareness until today. For all development in the city, even for
the construction of a hotel, there is immediate involvement of the citizens to
protect the environment and the landscape.
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South African women’s gossip
Cape Town left a lasting impression. Durban, lapped by the warm waters of the
Indian Ocean, was my next destination. I sat in between two young women
on the flight. In the row in front of us sat another three.
All five made up a boisterous girl group traveling from Cape Town to Durban
for a Saturday night party. I imagined them to be former classmates from a college in Cape Town who had perhaps even spent some postgrad years together
in London.
The girls gave off an air of self-confidence, which could be due to their fathers’
wealth, amassed with the help of black working hands which built the economy
of modern South Africa. Their youth and wealth had them wanting to try and
to taste everything life had to offer.
They were ready to drive open sports cars, pilot private planes, to caress the
mane of a black horse at an equestrian club, and certainly to catch any stallion
that crossed their path.
To my right sat Kate. She had straight blond hair and exuded Anglo-Saxon attitude and energy. She was a native daughter of South Africa. Perhaps one of
her ancestors had been one of the English officers attacking the defense lines
of the Dutch colony during the invasion of Cape Town by the British.
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Marian, on my left, was also blond, but with slightly wavy, almost curly tresses,
and she seemed less excitable. Perhaps her ancestor was from the Netherlands,
a miner who arrived on a Dutch frigate towork in the ore-rich mines of Africa.
In the row in front, by the window, sat a girl with brown hair that emphasized
her fair skin. I heard the others call her Claudine, and she must be the descendent of a French Huguenot, a persecuted protestant refugee who knew how to
make good wine.
Judith had the middle seat right in front of me. She was less talkative than the
others and had a dull face and hidden smile which belied a persistent determination. Maybe she descended from a missionary who came to South Africa on
the heels of soldiers and merchants with the devotional goal of converting the
indigenous black masses to Christianity.
On the aisle sat Maria, who had short hair and a Mediterranean air about her.
Her father might be the head of fast food chain he had started by developing
his grandmother’s delicious pizza recipe, or perhaps he had several hot dog
stands at choice spots on the city, or maybe he owned a bakery chain. Who
knew?
The young women were chatted and giggled continuously despite the turbulence we encountered during the flight. Their main subject was the male sex.
They had a shovel and buried all those who had crossed them, many of whom
were to attend the same party in Durban. Jonathan had nice eyes but was too
short, and although his father had a nice pool Jonathan did not know how to
swim as well as others.
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Jack was not bad but was so hairy from the waist up that it tickled so much
it was impossible to concentrate during lovemaking. Mike looked nice but
had such a prominent nose! He should really have cosmetic surgery to correct
it. The only one who did not receive any negative comments was Nicolas. It
appeared that they were all waiting to get some nod of approval from him to
get closer.
I had offered to swap seats so as not to be in the middle of the girls’ group,
but they declined. Kate didn’t want to give up her window seat and Marian
wanted to sit by the aisle, so I remained in the middle between these two
beautiful females.
At one point I couldn’t stay quiet any longer and asked if any of the girls had
ever dated a foreigner. Kate sat upright and declared she had had a relationship with an Italian called Mario, from Rome. “He was a major disappointment,
dear God. He was all words and no action. He wouldn’t even cook spaghetti
and needed his mother’s permission for everything. Never again an Italian” she
exclaimed dejectedly. I tried to defend our neighbors by saying it was unfair
to judge an entire people by her one experience with some Mario, but Kate
wouldn’t have it and said teasingly: “Perhaps you defend them because you
Greeks are so much like them”. “No, we Greeks talk less”, I responded with a
smile.
And so, I came to be welcomed into this women’s group and spent the next
two hours enjoying some unforgettable entertaining noisy youthful South African elitist chitchat that made the time pass until landing in Durban.
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Durban, at the shores of the warm Indian Ocean
Durban is a port city on the Indian Ocean with a population of five million. It
was Christmas Day when Vasco da Gama first sighted the vibrant green bay
with its’ golden beaches. He gave the area the name Rio Natal, Christmas River.
Ever since then the land behind the bay with its’ winding rivers, wild animals,
endless forests, and the indigenous Zulu tribe has been known as Natal on
European maps.
Today the coastal forests have been replaced by sugarcane plantations. The
word Natal has been replaced by Durban which was the name of some English
governor in the area, and Christmas River became the largest multiracial port
in South Africa. Here, sharks and cargo ships cross in the sea, and a mosaic of
human races cohabit and occasionally clash under the South African sky.
Here in Durban South Africa’s recent history of racial discrimination is still
palpable. Whites, Blacks, Indians and others all live in the city but swim in the
large waves of the Indian Ocean from separate beaches.
Thousands of Indians were brought to Durban from Asia by the colonial powers
of the time to work in the sugarcane fields for five-year periods. Most of them
never returned to India, thus enriching the human diversity of South Africa.
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The Zulu were relentless warriors who under King Shaka, a great military ruler,
fought the British colonial army fiercely for sixty years. Today they are waiters who serve breakfast in the many hotels lining the sunlit golden shores of
Durban.
The white inhabitants of Durban, the English and the Dutch, surf the huge
waves of the Indian Ocean and hope they can continue to live peacefully in
the only homeland they know from childhood. South Africa, the homeland that
with blood and sweat their forebears transformed into the most powerful and
modern state of the African continent.
For my stay in Durban I had chosen a hotel from the Protea chain, the Edward.
The hotel had marble floors, impressive chandeliers, meeting rooms for social
and political events, clocks showing the time in the financial capitals of the
world at the front desk.
In the reception hall there were leather sofas large enough to comfortably hold
guests of any size, there was a spa, a roof garden, a pool on the top floor, three
sets of elevators, and large windows from which to look out at the world.
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I usually don’t care for big luxury hotels. Perhaps because I don’t like crowds,
or perhaps because decorous officialdom causes me to have artistic and social
anxiety. My relaxed carefree travel mood is usually threatened by the business
atmosphere in such hotels and thus I tend to avoid them.
The Edward however is not like other grand hotels because it has seen historical moments. It sits on Golden Mile beach, a stone’s throw from Maritime
Parade, that symbol of prosperity during Apartheid.
Parades, celebrations, cheerleaders, marching bands had all passed in front of
the hotel. A row of pools running parallel to the ocean shoreline like a chain
of tears was a particular eyesore in this historically significant place. You could
put on your swimsuit and in a few strides arrive at the beach with the huge
waves, where iron nets were placed to protect from roaming sharks and beautiful sand sculptures representing human figures kept you company.
This seaside zone, once a symbol of white prosperity, was now a beloved playground for the black population of the city. In the pools parallel to the shore the
children of Durban’s rising black urban class was now learning how to swim.
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Golden Mile luxury pools for black children
When I travel alone in potentially dangerous cities, I usually hire a private
guide from nine in the morning until ten at night. Depending how dangerous
the place is this could be a travel agency staff member, a female escort with
a charming smile, an intellectual knowledgeable of archaeological sites, or a
discreetly muscular bodyguard. For the one day I stayed in Durban I hired an
Indian cabdriver.
We began the tour of the Golden Mile on foot. I had my camera around
my neck. On Marine Parade we walked past recreation centers, stalls selling
wooden African sculptures, open-air amphitheaters, ornamented oriental tricycles, the so-called rickshaws.
We crossed the road and got to the promenade with the oceanfront teardrop
pools. The pools were full of black children playing and chasing each other
and learning how to float among the fountains and islets and other structures.in
the water. The spectacle of black skin glistening in the sun and the blue water
was superb.
I stood on a bridge between to teardrop pools and took pictures of the colorful
scenery. Suddenly I felt two men pushing me, shouting: “Don’t you dare photograph our children!”. Before I even knew what was happening, I was surrounded
by an angry crowd. With the first threatening gestures against me my beloved
hat fell to the ground.
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I yelled “Greek tourist, Hotel Edward”, pointing to the hotel in the distance,
but my words did not seem to convince anyone. For a moment I considered
jumping in the teardrop pool because I had heard that few adults knew how to
swim, but then realized that the water was very shallow and surely the black
fathers would follow me into the water.
I was attempting to escape quietly, hunched over with my left arm draped over
my face and my right arm ready to fend off any hits below the waistline when
suddenly my Indian bodyguard cabdriver appeared out of the crowd. He had
gone to a kiosk for cigarettes but came back and shouted at the crowd in Zulu.
His intervention saved me. With him walking ahead of me, clearing a path, and
me following like a dog with its’ tail between its’ legs we managed to get away
from the angry crowd.
We got to the beach and walked along the foaming surf until we got to a pier,
a jetty on wooden piles which allows people to walk out onto the sea while
the waves pass underneath unobstructed.
I reached the end of this long and wide platform over the sea and sat down
next to a fisherman who was holding an ultramodern fishing rod in his hands.
The Indian bodyguard was still a way behind me and was gazing out at the
ocean. I was still concerned that I might be followed by some hotheads who
did not like white people and wanted to do me harm.
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Luckily at that time of the morning there were not many people on the pier,
only a few fishermen were casting from the edge and a black couple was
strolling hand in hand down the center of the pier.
It took about twenty minutes sitting next to the fisherman with the impressive fishing rod until I recovered from my scare. I must have brought him luck
because he hauled in three medium-sized fish while I was sitting next to him.
I wondered how the fish were able to see and bite the bait in the churning
waters.
I took a photo as keepsake of my Indian savior on the pier, with the Golden
Mile in the background where lots of black people played in the ocean waves.
We returned to firm ground and continued our tour of Durban by cab. After the
near-lynching I felt safe inside the car. We came to the touristic center of the
town and the railway station in front of which there is a statue of Mahatma
Gandhi. The statue had been placed there in honor of the young activist lawyer
Mahatma who purchased a ticket at the train station to go to Johannesburg to
defend the rights of the Indian community in South Africa.
We continued to the open market at Victoria Street where the car became
filled with the oriental smells of every kind of spice available on the Indian
subcontinent. Across from the market stood the Juma Musjid Mosque, the largest mosque of Africa it was said. It stood there alone and far from Mecca at
the southern tip of black Africa. A few kilometers further on we came to a Hari
Krishna temple, a major tourist attraction called the Temple of Understanding
which fails to impress with its’ unusual architecture.
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Dining with sharks
The taxi took me through other popular neighborhoods but I was not inclined to
have any more incidents and so we headed north out of the city. After twenty
minutes we stopped for lunch at a restaurant on a hillside with view of the
lush green backcountry.
I wanted to see Shakaland, the Zulu home of barefoot warriors who successfully defended their homeland for sixty years heavily armored British colonial
forces with nothing but short daggers and poisoned spears.
Late afternoon, after coffee, my taxi driver savior drove me back to town and
dropped me at the UShaka Marine World, a seaside tourist attraction. I bade
my rescuer a heartfelt farewell and tipped him a symbolic hundred dollars for
getting me out of potentially getting very hurt.
UShaka Marine World is a marine theme park. There is a famous aquarium and
one of the largest dolphin stadiums in the world. There is also a large rusty
tanker moored on the waterfront. The decommissioned ship, called Phantom
Ship, has a large restaurant onboard.
The deck was full of chairs and tables covered with tablecloths and set with
silverware and large glasses. Several kegs of draft beer were placed near the
railing. Knotted ropes and other decorative items gave the ship’s deck a pirate-y look. Against the hull of the ship there were oil tanks which had been
turned into fish tanks which contained large and small sharks, sea turtles and
other colorful fish.
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There was another restaurant called Cargo Hold which was in the belly of the
tanker and had large windows looking onto these fish tanks. One could enjoy
a meal watching crooked-mouthed sharks swim round and round in their watery prison. I descended the steps, having decided to eat in this quite special
restaurant.
The receptionist asked if I had a reservation. The blood started to rise to my
face. Whenever I hear the word reservation, I get mad and my blood pressure
rises. My entire life I have been used to dining in small taverns in the Greek
islands, choosing the table I liked and seating myself. I’d sit with my friends and
wait for the waiter to arrive and take our order.
The notion that someone would solemnly escort me to a table and chair of
their choosing drives me crazy. I don’t care if it’s the fanciest restaurant or the
most famous master chef in the world preparing the food, or I’m attending a
very important meeting. I would rather have a souvlaki standing at a street
corner rather than deal with this reservation nonsense.
And yet I made an exception here in Durban at this unique aquarium-restaurant.
Instead of running at the mention of the word reservation I nicely asked the
hostess if she could find me a table. I explained that I was on my own and
promised to eat quickly and be gone before any other guests arrived.
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She found me a spot and a very polite, almost servile grey-haired man escorted
me to a table on the upper level of the restaurant, about twelve tables away
from the windows with view of the sharks. I was not happy with the assigned
table.
I summoned the courteous waiter and explained that from this spot I would
have a view of about twenty coiffed heads but not even a glimpse of one of
the sharks in the tank and asked him to move me to a better table.
The nice gay waiter knew to appreciate my wry sense of humor and moved to
a table by the aquarium window. I order beef filet instead of fish as a gesture
of respect for the fish swimming behind the glass.
A large shark was swimming back and forth by my window as if it were taken
by me. It opened its mouth and showed me its teeth every time it passed. It
was almost surreal, me trying to swallow pieces of beef filet with the scary
jaws of a shark right in front of me, alone in an empty restaurant with a waiter
dressed in white with a light blue bowtie serving me white wine.
After leaving the tanker-restaurant I walked for quite a while along the beach
to digest both the meal and the experience and ended up catching a cab back
to the Edward. The meal in view of a shark’s jaws ended my three-day visit to
South Africa. In the morning I would fly to Namibia via Johannesburg.
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Guten Tag, Namibia
I arrived at Windhoek, the capital of Namibia, five days before Papaleni’s African wedding. The small airport was clean, modern, and full of people. All
workers went about their jobs calmly and efficiently, without any sign of frenzy
as often seen in Greece. I hurried to the car rental office to get a car as I was
afraid I might not be able to get one due to the upcoming Christmas holiday.
Two black ladies with charming smiles – who, as I learned, worked for two
hundred euros a month – helped me speed through the paperwork in record
time. Soon I was on the road in a small white Toyota Yaris and I had to take
care to drive like an Englishman, that is, on the left side of the road.
The road from the airport to the center of town was fantastic. The median
strip was planted with colorful flowers. Yellow lines delimited the sides of the
road and behind them were pretty beds planted with low green plants. There
were no billboards or advertising signs anywhere to be seen. I drove for about
twenty minutes along this road to the city with a feeling of wellbeing that can
come only from serene surroundings.
Every time I see well-kept towns and cities in foreign countries I am overcome with envy. Every time I see nice roads and beautiful environments that
are obviously cared for and which demonstrate another country’s capabilities,
I feel jealous, sad and angry. I wonder “why can’t we if they can?”. And I was
envious of this beautiful road leading into Windhoek, the capital of Namibia
and ashamed of our ugly Greek road leading from Vari and the southern suburbs
into Athens.
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I always wondered how my fifty thousand certified engineer colleagues managed in the year 2000 to fast track the system in our country and disregard road
safety standards and spatial planning policies to build the ugliest commercial
buildings along the highway from the new airport to the city center destroying
an until then beautiful natural landscape.
There is not even a feeder road to this highway for safer entrance and exit of
trucks from these new commercial tracts. Our EE mechanics were unable to
add even those to the subsidized works. And forget about a row of trees on
either side of the road to hide the neo-Greek construction anarchy and ugliness
which is the first thing a newcomer to Athens sees. Perhaps we should hurry
and outsource the protection of the Greek environment and spatial planning of
the country to Namibian engineers. Maybe we should.
My thoughts upset me, and I stopped at the first red light at the edge of the
city. A black mother crossed the freshly painted pedestrian crossing holding her
young child’s hand. The child wore a clean blue uniform. Probably the mother
had just picked up her child from school.
Windhoek is a small capital city with a population of about 300.000. Arriving
from the airport one climbs a hill before descending into the city. Windhoek
was built on a plain around twelve wellsprings. The South African chieftain John
Afrikaner chose the place as a military base for his soldiers whose sole goal it
was to steal herds of cows from Herero herdsmen in the north.
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A few years later, in 1904, the German conquerors chose to make Windhoek
the base for their army and built the first German forts in their new colony in
southeast Africa.
Surrounding the historical center of town was inhabited mostly by whites –
Germans, Dutch, Boers, English, and others. Their homes were neat, and the
streets had tree-lined sidewalks.
The main street, which was originally named Kaiserstrasse, had been renamed
Independence Avenue after the country gained its independence. There were
some contemporary commercial centers and modern office buildings. After
crossing the city and passing between churches and traditional German houses I finally arrived at the Fuerstenhof, a nice-looking three-story hotel on the
outskirts of town.
I immediately telephoned Papaleni. Her voice on the other end sounded surprised. She had not expected that I would make it to her wedding. When she
found out I’d be driving a rental car out to her village, Ongadiva, in the morning,
she asked me to give her brother-in-law Mohamed a lift, as he was coming
to the wedding as well. I gladly agreed but asked that we could leave early in
the morning.
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Driving north with Mohamed
At five in the morning Mohamed was waiting for me at a light signal in the
center of Windhoek. He was carrying a small backpack, which he threw in
the back seat as he got into the car. He was of moderate height. His skin was
light, the color of milk chocolate, and his chin, his nose and his lips were full
and round.
My first question to him was what a Muslim was doing in Christian Namibia.
He answered that he wasn’t a local, that he had immigrated from Islamic Mali
in the south Sahara for work, and that he had met and married Papaleni’s sister.
I asked him what work he did, and he told me he was a merchant, or rather, he
was a sales representative of undeclared goods between Angola, Namibia and
South Africa. I smiled and said I was proud to be traveling with an actual smuggler and that I wanted to know more about indirect taxes in those countries.
We stopped at a bakery and got some fresh warm bread for the trip. It was
nice to be driving through a city as it awoke. It’s like a new day is being born.
Mohamed was pleasant. He spoke English well – as was necessary for his
occupation - and we quickly became friends. He made me feel like we had
known each other since elementary school despite just having met, and I felt
comfortable accepting this feeling of familiarity.
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Okahandia
Choosing a tie
A few hours later Mohamed and I arrived in Okahandja, a town where all drivers going towards the Atlantic Ocean, to Swakopmund and Wallis Bay, must
leave the highway and turn west. We stopped in town for coffee. Okahandja’s
main street looked like it was right out of a Wild West movie.
It seemed as if all the white ranchers of the area had come on their monthly
trip into town to buy whiskey and get other necessities. There were no horses.
It was as if someone had taken them and replaced them with automobiles.
The buildings that housed businesses were constructed at the beginning of the
colonial era and were just as many steps from the road as an armed cowboy
took to get to the swinging saloon doors. We were eating waffles in one such
contemporary saloon when I remembered that I was going to have to go to
the wedding without a tie. I had tried to pack everything: a clean white shirt, a
pair of dress pants and a new pair of shoes so I would look presentable, but I
had forgotten to pack a tie.
Mohamed and I went from store to store looking for a tie. I was in a predicament, not knowing what kind of tie should be hanging from this paleface’s neck
at Papaleni’s wedding. A patterned tie? One with stripes? A monochrome or a
multicolored tie? It was crazy. How did I manage to have to think about style
and color of a tie on this trip to Africa?
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I must admit that I generally don’t like to shop. I get tired of having to choose
things. Perhaps my behavior is an example of subconscious indecisiveness, perhaps a form of self-absorbed indifference towards fashion design of my times,
perhaps, and most likely it is pure laziness.
I any case, I rarely go clothes shopping. Every now and then I make an exception and purchase several of my favorite safari hats as I often lose them. But it
is a fact that I am a bad consumer and reluctant shopper.
I am aware that my anticonsumerist behavior, if copied by many, would lead to
reduced global spending, collapse of all the stock markets in the world, and an
economic crisis of such proportions that would cause nations to examine their
economies and create the condition for a third world war.
This last thought scared me. Horrified, and aware of my social responsibilities,
I put aside my suspension of consumerism, walked into a clothing store and
bought not one but two ties.
One had a yellow pattern on a dark red background, the other had brown
squares on a beige knitted background. Who knew? Maybe one of them would
get a drop of red wine on it, I reasoned.
I sat behind the wheel and with my conscience allayed that I was not a social
misfit and that with my wasteful behavior I had contributed to economic development, creating a new workplace somewhere in the world.
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A police blockade
We continued our trip to the North. We were listening to pop music. Mohamed
was playing a recording by his wife Veronica, and up-and-coming Namibian
pop singer. We drove past cows and goats in their pastures. There were no
antelopes, zebras, elephants, or lions to be seen anywhere.
At the roadside were the gated entrances to large ranches. These were ranches
belonging to white colonizers that also functioned as farming-hunting-tourist
stations. Large signs hanging by the ranch entrance gates advertised hospitality
at the farms. I must admit I never expected to find Rent A Room and Bed and
Breakfast signs along the roads of Africa.
The weather was good, and Mohamed and I were deep in conversation when
we notice up ahead two police cars blocking the road. In front of them stood
six armed policemen.
I stopped my car at pistol duel distance away from them. Mohamed got out
and went and opened the trunk lid to show he was ready for inspection. He
seemed amused that he had nothing to hide.
I took my passport and a small bag with my papers and advanced towards
the police before they were able to come to us. For a moment I considered
taking my camera in place of the pistol in cowboy films but thought better of
tempting my fate.
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Approaching the police blockade I proffered my brown European passport to
the policeman who looked like he oversaw the group. The black officer took
it from me, inspected the cover and seemed perplexed by the Greek letters:
Ευρωπαικη Ένωση, Ελληνική Δημοκρατία, Διαβατήριο (European Union, Hellenic Republic, Passport). It was obvious he didn’t know how to read Greek.
My passport was passed from one officer to the next and they all stared curiously at this language with the strange letters. I tried to explain with hand signals and words to explain where Hellas, spelled out in Latin characters on the
first inside page, was: Europe, Greece, Mediterranean, Athens, Parthenon, Alexander the Great, Olympic Games, Zorba the Greek I yelled and made theatrical
gestures. I tried everything but dance the Pentozali (Cretan folk dance), but
none of the black policemen showed any understanding of where I was from.
All of a sudden a black policewoman in Bermuda shorts and a pistol hanging
from her belt exclaimed: “I know, this is the country on TV last night where
they have demonstrations and stores and cars are set on fire in the streets.” It
was during the time Grigoropoulos was murdered during the riots in Exarcheia
and Greece was in the headlines of international news.
The mystery of my puzzling passport was solved. I grumbled to myself that we
weren’t even capable of producing a Greek passport with globally recognizable lettering. The police, who had become agreeable during the exchange, did
not approach the car to inspect it, much to the disappointment of Mohamed
who stood waiting by the open trunk. They bade us a friendly farewell and
we continued northward, toward the town of Otjiwarongo at the foot of the
Waterberg.
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At the Waterberg Plateau
It was at the Waterberg Plateau that on August 11, 1904, fourteen thousand
German soldiers, their cannons and their commander Dietrich von Trotha committed one of the largest massacres of the 20th century by slaughtering sixty
to one hundred thousand black rebels of the Herero and other tribes who had
gathered near the last water well before the Kalahari Desert to defend their
ancestral lands.
Following the German annexation of Namibia in 1897 the German colonizers
purchased land from the natives using loans from German banks. Warning
voices from missionaries to stop these transactions as they would create social
problems with the black population went unheeded. By 1900 50.000 km2 of
tribal land had been sold to German colonizers.
In the following years the natives realized that they had given up their ancestral
homesteads for some bits of paper and some beads and that they had no place
of their own where to graze their cattle. They began to rebel. It was perhaps
the only revolt in the world where the sellers stand up against their buyers. The
Herero were the first to rebel.
The murder of a hundred German soldiers and civilians by black rebels in Okahandja, the town where I had bought my tie, was the catalyst for the massacre
of tens of thousands of Herero on the Waterberg Plateau and the expansion of
the German military occupation of southeastern Africa.
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The rebel leader Samuel Marakano and several hundred fighters managed to
escape to neighboring Botswana, then a British colony. Today the entire area
of the massacre on the plateau is a designated national park, which harbors
thousands of eland and other animals.
Mohamed and I stopped at a small graveyard at the entrance to the park and in
between some antelopes we could see crosses with the names of fallen German soldiers. In this idyllic setting it was a macabre reminder of the atrocities
of the Battle of Waterberg.
We drove on toward the northeast, passing through the city of Tsumeb where
there used to operate the largest copper mine in South Africa. In the twentieth
century German trains would transport copper and other precious metals to
German ships anchored in the port of Lueberitz on the Atlantic Ocean.
Following the national road north we drove parallel to the border of Etosha Park,
the largest wildlife sanctuary in Namibia. After some five hours we reached the
fertile green region of Owamboland, there where Papaleni’s village was.
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Owamboland
Not far from the village
Owamboland is a fertile strip of land at the border with Angola. Roughly half
Namibia’s population live and work there. I had chosen for my stay for the
wedding the only modern hotel in the area, the Pandu Ondangwa Hotel.
The hotel was near Papaleni’s village. It usually hosted sales representatives on
their way to Angola as tourists were rare in the region. I had firmly declined
Papaleni’s offers to stay in the village, mainly for health reasons.
I wanted to be sure I could sleep in a cool, airconditioned room to avoid nightly
visits by female mosquitoes which with great likelihood carried malaria germs.
I knew that female mosquitoes dislike the cold and would not come close. It is
for this reason I chose, with a heavy heart, to forgo the warmth of the village
for a cold hotel room.
I headed to the front desk with Mohamed who had kindly offered to bring in
my small suitcase. Behind the front desk was a black man wearing a white shirt,
and next to him, two beaming young girls in blue uniforms, waiting to show
me to my room. The hotel lobby was filled with short people with slanted
eyed who spoke a clipped language. I soon gathered they were Chinese. “What
are all these Chinese doing here in the north of Namibia, close to the Angolan
border, in the heart of Black Africa?”, I asked myself. Could they possibly have
taken charge of a public project in the region?
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Were they perhaps representatives of some Chinese company? As we were
so close to Papaleni’s village I was not inclined to find out the reason for the
Chinese presence. My impatience to meet up with the young couple was rising.
I ran to my room threw my suitcase on the bed and returned to the car.
Mohamed knew the way to Ongwediva well. He frequently visited the border
with Angola on business. We followed the road to Oshakati. The border between private land and the road was marked with tires half-buried in the sandy
soil. It impressed me that in Namibia people didn’t walk by the side of the road
as they did in other African countries. Some plots of land along the road had
borders of tires buried in the sand.
Only the occasional brightly painted snack bar offering beer and food on the
shelves in between trees by the side of the road indicated any human presence.
At one such blue stall we turned right toward the interior of the vast plain,
toward Ongwedia. We had informed Papaleni by phone that we were fast approaching the village, and everyone came out to greet us. All were happy we
were there.
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Welcome in the village.
The invitatory flag.
The scene of our welcome in the village would be impossible to recreate by
even the most talented director. I gave Mohamed my video camera which he
had ogled and handled very carefully during the trip so that he could capture
forever these unforgettable moments. I wanted my hands and feelings to be
free of technology during these emotional times. The crowd, the couple, the
friends and family, the workers in the village, the women, the children all came
dancing and singing towards us from the fence around the village. Leading the
procession was Katonas with a little black child on his shoulders.
The village fence was of hard, centuries old wood, like our wild cypresses of
the Aegean which had withstood all kinds of attacks by hard-bodied insects
with sharp teeth. The rough long boards had been sharpened at the ends by
black human hands and planted in the ground one next to the other creating
an impenetrable African Macedonian barrier that reached for the sky. If any
wild animal, attracted by the scent of a fat cow, tried to jump over the fence
it would have impaled itself on one of the sharp points. Only birds were able
to cross the wooden border. The fence around Papaleni’s village was a masterpiece of folk art which should be recognized by UNESCO as a world cultural
heritage site.
There were men, women and children in the joyful crowd. Some wore flip
flops, some sneakers, others wore caps, others scarves, and yet others hats.
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The women wore short-sleeved blouses, wide shorts, tight blue jeans, traditional skirts, modern skirts, bell bottom pants, and some of them held their babies in
their arms. Each one seemed to follow her own sense of fashion without caring
what anyone else was wearing.
The crowd approached us from the village enclosure with smiles, shouts and
song. Katonas wore white shorts and a brown shirt, and he carried on his shoulders a little three-year-old girl with braided hair. The only white man in the
crowd of black people, he had the contented air of a happy groom. Next to him
stood Papaleni looking serene and content amongst her people.
Darcia, Papaleni’s mother, held a horse’s tail tied with a leather cord and swung
it to and fro in rhythm with the celebratory tunes from the crowd. Mohamed
videotaped the procession. The songs became louder and were accompanied
by tow wooden flutes. The sun set and the rays illuminated the cheerful black
faces. It was an unbelievably special and unique moment on planet earth and
was fortunate to be there, front and center.
We entered the village by way of some labyrinthine paths formed by upright
wooden stakes, which most certainly served the purpose of herding the cattle
into the village center in an orderly manner. We took place at a long table
in the central hut. Papaleni and her sister Cherry brought food and drink. Mohamed watched with unmistakable pride in his role of cameraman the video of
the welcome to the village he had made. Welcome to Ongwediva.
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Papaleni’s village
Papaleni’s village consisted of ten wooden huts, two central ones surrounded
by eight others, all of them within the wonderful wooden fence.
In the old days a successful wealthy man in black Africa had many cows, many
wives, and many huts. The wives were purchased by giving cows to their fathers. Each wife was given her own hut within the village enclosure. The man
lived in his own hut in the center of the village. The official favorite wife, the
first lady, lived in a hut nearby with the grain, and was responsible for guarding
it like a treasure. When the man wanted to have sex, he would send one of his
children to fetch the wife he wanted to see that evening.
If the encounter was fruitful the woman would bear and raise her child in her
own hut. This way them man had many children with different wives who
each raised her own without needing nannies. During the first two years in the
husband’s household, the women had to be very careful to avoid embarrassing
situations as the husband had the right to return the wife to her father and
get back the cow he had given in payment. Reasons for returning a wife were
adultery and laziness. Barrenness was not a valid reason to give back a wife.
The years passed and in the wooden huts of Papaleni’s village there no longer
lived a wealthy chief’s concubines but the families of field workers.
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Papaleni’s mother was the chief of the village. The central huts had been replaced by modern buildings built of brick and covered with traditional thatched
roofs.
Mohamed took on the duty of showing me the village. With Gogo, his young
child perched on his shoulders, Mohamed and I took off. Chickens and roosters
got tangled between our legs, cows followed us with their soulful eyes, and the
goats seemed anxious and erratic. Two little pigs ran ahead of us. I don’t recall
seeing any dogs or cats.
Women wearing colorful loose traditional dresses were cooking outside the
huts. The pots were big, like the ones we used at home to cook goat at our
Aegean festivals. The pots rested on three round bases made of clay placed
on the edge of the fire which burned slowly. Here and there I had seen some
straw cone-like things that looked like big Vietnamese hats lying on the ground.
They had slits on the side large enough to fit your hand through. Mohamed explained to me that when the Kirene’s tributaries overflowed, the plain became
flooded with water and fish. The farmers then became fishermen and used the
hats to catch the fish/
As we continued our walk, I kept checking the fence to see if perhaps a giraffe
was following us. At one point I noticed a white flag flying from the highest
tree in the village. I learned that whoever saw the flag was welcome to the
wedding festivities.
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Wedding preparations
It was three days before the wedding. The preparations for the festive wedding celebration were in full swing. Everyone was working with a wonderful,
cheerful energy. Sisters, cousins, uncles, aunts, field workers, and neighbors all
participated.
Katonas built an outdoor toilet for the guests. He had a wheelbarrow full of
mud, and two black helpers, and he enthusiastically placed concrete block upon
concrete block, just as he had learned in Ios. He seemed to have forgotten he
was getting married, so engrossed was he in building the toilet and proudly
positioning the toilet tank when he was done.
Christina, Papaleni’s mother’s sister was responsible for the outdoor hair salon.
She made about forty braids on each girl’s head. The results were real works
of art which would put every geisha’s pinned-up hairdo to shame. The whole
village was braiding plaits. First came the children: Ndali, Kaodjatou, and Kakelupe. Then followed the women. The men, with their shorn heads, stood
around looking unhappy.
I figure about one thousand two hundred plaits must have been braided in the
days leading up to Kantonas’ and Papaleni’s wedding. The chickens were all bewildered by the flurry of human activity in the village, and if they could speak
would surely have asked to see a psychiatrist. Full of womanly self-confidence,
Cherry, Papaleni’s mother’s sister, told everyone what to do.
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It was her who received the wedding gifts and who determined where the
cows should stand at any given moment during the preparations, she was the
one who decided where to put the cauldrons in which to cook the meat and
the barley, and she was also in charge of selecting the pots in which to boil the
mash that would make the traditional celebratory Omalodu beer.

The entire village was busy with the wedding. Some prepared food, some
brewed the traditional beer, others washed dishes, and yet others fed the livestock. Inside the huts I could see women ironing shirts and children’s clothes.
Everyone worked as if it were their own wedding. The goats had all been
gathered in a corner of the enclosure. Only a few pigs were still roaming free.

Papaleni was nowhere to be seen. She was probably somewhere sewing her
wedding dress. When I wasn’t taking pictures, I helped where I could. I accompanied Cherry to a pile of firewood outside the village and we loaded up
the car with wood for cooking. We then distributed the logs to the firepits all
around the village.

Suddenly a large truck drove up and parked in a field. It unloaded an enormous
white tent like those traveling circuses have, along with hundreds of plastic
tables and chairs. Cherry made sure the cows were moved and the field was
free to set up the wedding tent. We left the professionals to do their job.

The first wedding gift I saw was a cow in the back of a pickup truck. It was a
present from Papaleni’s father. The first Iphigenia cow sacrificed at the altar of
matrimony.
The pickup truck parked under a tree. The driver got out and tied one end of
a long rope he was carrying to the cow and the other end around the tree.
Then he got back in the truck and drove off. The cow tumbled to the ground
but got up quickly. Four men approached it with huge machetes. The poor cow
was quickly dispatched and cut into small pieces to fit in the big vats. I looked
away and left the scene with my video camera in hand. I had to be careful
not to step on any chickens. I was afraid of angering some jealous rooster and
getting jabbed in my leg.
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In the afternoon Papaleni and the others called us to go shopping with them at
the supermarket in Oshakati. We got dressed hurriedly. The women tied back
their hair and put on their wigs. Behind a door there was a hat rack full of wigs
instead of hats. Wigs for the fields, wigs for court, wigs for the supermarket. All
the wigs were of natural black hair and the lining of cotton fabric. I also tried
on a wig that was nice and soft and it fit me well, but I was too embarrassed
to wear a women’s wig to the supermarket.
The Oshakati supermarket was just like any European supermarket – the same
lights, the same floors, the same cash registers, the same products which have
traveled from one end of the world the other. I watched Papaleni push her
cart full of plastic-wrapped items and a sadness overcame me at the thought
of how the whole world was quickly becoming the same. I stepped outside to
watch the moon on the South African sky in order to feel like myself again.
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Chinatown on Angola’s border
The next day, even before the sun had risen Mohamed, Papaleni, two of her
maids of honor, and I went to the Angolese border to continue the shopping for
the wedding. Mohamed knew every tree in the region, and I doubt we could
have had a better guide. We drove through verdant green plain for about an
hour before arriving at the border. Borders always have a story. Just a few years
earlier Cuban soldiers had supplied Namibian rebels with guns with which they
fought South African soldiers for independence.
Nowadays the area is a commercial free zone. What I saw with my eyes is hard
for a human brain to understand. A Chinatown in the heart of black Africa. On
both sides of the highway were tens, if not hundreds, of huge warehouse-type
stores selling anything made in China, from tractors to artificial pearl beads.
The signs of the stores were in Chinese, English, and Portuguese: Chinacommodity whole salemarket – Mercado davendaporatacadado product do china.
Black traffic police directed traffic to and from the Chinese stores.
We parked the car on a dirt road. Mohamed and I left the women to get the
things they wanted and walked toward the border. The border was marked by
two-meter high chicken wire fence which went for about twenty meters on
each side of the road. After that there was no more border.
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Some goats were tied to the fence, waiting to cross the border without a passport. Mohamed showed me around and pointed out dirt roads in between the
trees which a driver with a full load could take to avoid lengthy delays and
bureaucracy in the two neighboring countries.
At the border there were vendors preparing and selling take-away foods and
fruit for travelers. The scene reminded more of an open-air market than a
border. We went to a little café where Mohamed was known and where we
rested our teacups on a plastic crate. We drank our tea with a view of the
chicken wire border.
I noticed how the black people on foot on the main road crossed the border
without formality or passport. I began to wonder if their color was their passport. Perhaps in some years one would only need a passport in certain African
countries if one’s skin was white? Who knows?
We left the border. The women had purchased white fabric from which to sew
the party dresses for all the sisters and cousins. They had also bought fabrics for
suits for the men and boys. We returned to Ongadiva with a car full of fabric.
I wondered how they were going to sew so many outfits in only one day. And
yet they did.
Everything was ready in time for the wedding. The clothes were wonderful
and would have been worn with pride even by famous stars at the Oscars in
Hollywood. If you think I exaggerate just look at the photos of the wedding.
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Collective wedding in a Christian church
The big day, December 20, 2008, had arrived. Katonas was to be married again,
after the mayor of Ios, by a black Catholic priest. The catholic cathedral of
Okatana had opened its gates and was expecting the young couple. The wooden floor of the church was polished to a shine, and some black cleaner had
taken great care to clean the windows and the stained glass, the chairs were
all neatly in a row, the black catholic priests had donned their clean white
vestments and hung their crosses around their necks, and everything was ready
for the young couple.
Papaleni wore a white gown with a train about three meters long. She had
attached a large white flower made of fabric to her curly hair and her shoes
had heels so high that she was almost as tall as her Greek husband. She wore
a tiara whose tips had tiny pearls with a veil attached to it, and around her
neck hung a necklace with a medallion which I believe she had bought from
the Chinese vendors at the border.
Next to her stood Katonas in a dark suit, white shirt with a starched collar, and
a light-colored tie with darker stripes. He didn’t seem at all ill of ease in his
fancy dress. He had slicked back his straight hair with Brilliantine and looked
like Al Pacino in the post-war era.
He seemed to enjoy being in the role of groom at his own wedding. Papaleni’s
father, Herman, looked as if he were straight out of a theatrical production with
his striped pink shirt and the shiny pointy leather boots on his feet.
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Her mother Dresia and her sisters and aunts wore traditional gowns, while
Papaleni’s cousins, classmates and sisters were dressed all in white with a
flower like that of the bride’s fastened to their curly hair. The small children
in the family were dressed in miniature outfits of the adults. I, the white best
man, wore the red tie I had bought in Okahandia and discreetly carried my
video camera in my hand.
None of the pigs, cows, goats, chickens, dogs, cats – none of the family’s animals or pets had been invited to the wedding and none of them had come
with us. The marriage ceremony was a strictly human affair.
We arrived at the church in Uncle Kandy, who was speaker of the House’s,
black Mercedes, leading the way for the convoy of automobiles. We parked
in the cars under some trees in an unpaved parking lot at a distance from
the church.
The space was crowded with groups of nicely dressed women, each party
wearing a separate color. Eleven couples were planning to get wed the same
day and same time at this roman-catholic cathedral, and the groups I saw
were their wedding parties, relatives and friends. It was the first communal
wedding at a Christian church I had ever attended, and I was filled with
curiosity.
Our couple entered the gates of the church first, accompanied by our cheers
and applause and took their seat at the altar. The other couples followed one
after the other in orderly fashion. Friends and family sat in the pews. The
church filled.
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The priest had a bald head which reflected the bright light from the spots
hanging from the ceiling of this modern church. I circulated discreetly and
unobtrusively videotaped the ceremony. I must admit that the idea of a mass
wedding fascinated me. Eleven at one blow, as the tale has it. Such economy
would make many a business manager envious. Eleven times less light used in
the church, eleven fewer work hours for the priest, eleven less cleaning expenses, and fewer fireworks.
At the same time the social interaction was fascinating. Up until the previous
day these eleven couples had not known each other, yet they were getting
married the same day at the same time by the same priest, and by this circumstance it was their fate they should become a singular and unique group with
a common experience. The most committed spouse would invite all the others
annually to get together to slice the celebratory cake. We all must admit this
is a wonderful idea.
The wedding ceremony was over. The priest had chanted the hymns in the
language of the Owambo and I hadn’t understood anything at all but I was
certain he had correctly alluded to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Isiah, and Rebecca,
and that he had asked the couples if they were committed and had proceeded
to pronounce them husband and wife until death them do part. It had all gone
ahead with absolute German precision and I am certain that the missionaries
from the Rhine who in 1870 had converted Otawambo to Christianity, were
smiling down from the heavens, happy with their accomplishment. The newlyweds then walked out of the church in orderly fashion followed by friends and
family and took place on the lawn under the trees.
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Now was the time for the obligatory commemorative photographs. It was at
this point I understood the reason for the difference in color of each party’s
women’s gowns. It was so one could not confuse one wedding party with another. Our girls were all dressed in white. Papaleni’s young sisters and cousins
gathered behind the newlyweds with big smiles on their faces for the celebrative photograph.
From left to right: Veronica, sister from the same mother; Valerie, cousin; Nangado, cousin; Meriam, classmate; Christina, maternal cousin; Cherry, sister from
the same mother; Ndemutaneb, cousin; Nanaluke, sister from the same father.
The children: Cherry’s Gosi, Papaleni’s Kakulupe, Valeria’s Dahli, Veronica’s Kodjatou, and Christina’s Queen all played around the grownups. Go-Go Baby,
Mohamed and Veronica’s little one, was everyone’s mascot and was passed
from arm to arm.
Papaleni’s mother Dresia and her sisters, the aunts, had an air of concern about
them as they wondered where in the world this young flower they had raised
would be carried off to by the white foreigner. Papaleni’s father, Herman look
as proud as if he were the best father in the world.
Missing ws Kandy Nehova, Papaleni’s mother’s brother, the rebel who had become Speaker of the House, but he was worthily represented by his son Tuyeni
who wore some striking white glasses on this black face. Mohamed and I were
the cameramen and recorded these unforgettable moments for posterity. The
wedding ended without fireworks and the convoy returned to the village.
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Celebration and farewell – Beer for all
We returned to Ongwediva where the large tent full of plastic tables and chairs
awaited us. The chairs were reserved for close family and friends. Invitees
from the neighborhood and people from surrounding villages who had seen
the white flag in the tree milled about outside the tent, by the huts and under
the trees. Katonas and Papaleni were seated at the center of a large table
flanked by the most important members of the family and humbly received
well-wishers. Veronica, the sister with the beautiful voice, took the microphone
and began singing. She was soon joined by talented musician friends of hers.
It all reminded of the TV program by Spyros Papadopoulos “Cheers, friends”.
Our plates filled with the beef that was a gift, and our glasses filled with Omalodu beer. People got up to dance to modern tunes. No one knew how to dance
the Tsifteteli and I also didn’t see anyone breaking dishes on the dancefloor.
After a while I got up to see what the other guests were doing outside. They
stood around in groups. Some were enjoying beef shanks, others were drinking
Omalodu beer. In between two huts I saw five women chatting away as they
washed dishes.
They had six plastic tubs on the ground in front of them. The first three tubs
were filled with soapy water, the other three only with water. The black hands
kept washing and rinsing the dishes until they were all clean. It was the most
effective, cleanest, collective, human dishwasher I had ever seen in my life.
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After a while Papaleni emerged from the green and white tent in her white
wedding gown and went from hut to hut, tree to tree, and group to group
greeting the wedding guests.
She said the same thing to everyone, and I tried to understand for the look on
her face what she was saying. I followed her every step in my role as wedding
photographer. I captured unique moments in which she affectionately greeted
older well-dressed grannies from the village, and hugged her aunts, and in
which she gratefully thanked the men with had butchered the cows and done
all the dirty work, and when she congratulated the cooks, and played with small
children, and when she had her picture taken with them all.
Every photo I took was accompanied by a bit of sentimentality on my part. I
knew I would probably never see these lively expressive faces again. Tomorrow was the day I had to say goodbye to Ongwediva, to the cows and goats
and chickens, to the plaits, the white flag, and the smiles, to Mohamed and
Gogo, and all, large and small, and to return to the South.
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PORTRAITS

Out of gas at Etosha Park
The day before the wedding everything was ready to welcome the hundreds
of invited guests. I decided to leave the young couple to take care of final
preparations and to go on a small daytrip to nearby Etosha Park, the largest
wild animal park in Namibia. In the parking lot of the Hotel Pandu Pandangwa a large black limousine was parked right in front of my white Toyota,
blocking my path. It took twenty minutes to find the insolent chauffeur.
He was black, weighed at least 200 kilos, and his girth was about the same
as his height. I was going to say something about his rudeness, but his size
deterred me. The car’s license plates were from Angola, that former Portuguese colony north of the border. I approached the driver’s side window of
the huge black luxury limousine and with a gesture toward the license plate,
asked:
“Angola, Luanda, Diamonds?”
“Many diamonds” he responded with a smile.
I waved goodbye to the corpulent diamond dealer from Angola who had
delayed my timely departure. I set off for Etosha Park to hopefully catch a
glimpse of a male lion lazing under a tree.
The Toyota rolled silently southwards on Namibia’s highway. Local African
pop played on the radio.
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I had driven about a hundred kilometers and was in a cheerful mood when my
eye caught sight of the fuel indicator on the dashboard. It showed i had very
little gas. The red light had not yet lit up, but we urgently needed petrol. I drove
on, certain that I would soon find a petrol station, but soon proved once again
to be hopelessly optimistic.

His answer was immediate: “I’ll give you one of the thirty-liter cans”, he said,
“and the black man will go with you to help get the petrol where it needs to
go”. And so, I found myself in a formerly foreign place, with a skinny black man
who looked like Sammy Davis to help carry the canister full of petrol from the
gas station to the transit bus station.

Shortly before the cutoff to Etosha Park the car ran out pf gas and stood still
at the roadside. I found myself hitchhiking with my white hands raised on Namibia’s highway. A commercial minivan stopped. In it was a middle-aged black
couple. I explained to them that I needed to get to the nearest gas station. The
taciturn but polite couple gave me a lift to a gas station in the city of Tsumeb,
about fifty kilometers to the south.

My bad luck had it that the northward headed buses were all full because of
the upcoming Christmas holiday. Even though I begged them and promised to
stand the whole way and not bother anyone, the black person in charge had
a strict German education and did not permit me to exceed the number of
passengers allowed.

I happily went into the station and asked for a plastic container that would
hold at least twenty liters of gas. They said the largest they had was a two-liter
Coca Cola bottle. Disappointed, I went to search for a larger plastic container
– no matter whether red, green or black, any color would do – to put petrol
in. It was noontime and the shops were closed. After a while I found myself in
front of a busy tire repair shop. A large blond woman was running the show
in between black workers, tires, and cars. She told me that unfortunately she
didn’t have a jerry can to give me.

I asked if there were any taxis for hire, but because of the holidays there were
no methods of transport available. We returned to the tire repair shop. The
white driver had finished getting his tire fixed and was waiting for his black
helper to return. He was surprised to see the two of us return together with
the container full of gas. When he heard what had happened, he offered to
drive me himself. “We just need to find a piece of rubber hose first so we can
transfer the petrol properly”, he said.

At that moment a flatbed farm truck pulled into the repair shop. On its bed
stood a lanky black man and in the driver’s seat sat a lanky white man. I noticed three plastic containers like the kind I was looking for tied to the flatbed. I
approached the truck looking at the containers like a gift from heaven. Explaining my predicament to the driver I asked if I could buy one of his jerry cans.

And then I found myself again on the highway heading north, in a pickup truck
with a flipflop-wearing white driver and a black man standing in the back, going about eighty kilometers an hour. My car was still where I had left it, sitting
by the side of the road. Both men lifted the jerry can, put in the hose, sucked
out some air, and filled the tank without letting me help at all. I thanked them
and took out some green dollars to pay them forthe three hundred kilometers
they had gone out of their way for me. The white man would not have it. “At
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least let me pay for the gas you used to bring me here”, I said, but he refused.
They got in the truck ready to leave. I threw a handful of green dollars on the
passenger seat. The white man gathered them and threw them out the window.
The wrinkled bills fell in the middle of the road. A light breeze blew them
around and they landed in some weeds by the side of the road. The black man
in the back of the truck watched all this happen motionlessly.
I ran back to the driver to give him my address, thinking I could entertain him if
he came to Greece. He told me he never traveled as he was afraid of airplanes.
They waved at me and left.
Such unbelievable moments of human generosity can only be described with
one Greek word: filotimo. The silhouette of the black man standing on the back
of the truck disappeared on the horizon. I will never forget the look on his
face as he watched the wind blow the bills off the road. When I was alone, I
bent over and gathered the bills from the weeds by the roadside with a sense
of embarrassment. “How many honorable people might there be left on planet
earth?” I asked myself. I got in the car, turned the steering wheel to the left and
followed the signs to Nomutomi on my way to Etosha Park.

Finally at Etosha Park
Etosha Park is the largest national wildlife sanctuary in Namibia. The largest
part of it used to be a huge lake fed by area rivers. Tectonic shifts caused the
rivers to flow toward the Atlantic and the lake to dry up, leaving a large salt
plain. Tourism, usually the enemy of all things authentic, proved to be the savior
of Etosha Park. Ruthless hunters who used to gather around the plain and the
waterholes to kill the animals that came there are no more.
The Toyota, now full of petrol, continued fearlessly to the Namutomi Camp and
passed into the park through the Van Lindequist gate, named after the governor
of southwest Africa, who proclaimed the park a national game reserve in 1907.
The reception buildings of the park have been there since the last century.
The wardens gave me a ticket and a map of the dirt roads and some insider
information, such as where the lions hang out and where the elephants feed,
and where the antelope graze. They reminded me that it is forbidden to move
around the park after sunset.
As I was already used to seeing wild animals in their environment, having travelled to the great national game reserves of Serengeti in Tanzania and Masai
Mar in Kenya, I knew this visit wouldn’t be as exciting as encountering the
magic of the African savanna for the first time.
I decided to explore the interior of Etosha Park on my own, without a guide.
I was lucky, and within a few hours had seen almost all the animals of the
African jungle.
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A male lion sitting under its beloved mopane tree by the side of the road surrounded by lionesses going about their business, gnus crossing the road without looking left or right, elephants eating fruit off the trees with help of their
long trunks, antelopes enchanting the Greek viewer with their graceful walk
and beauty, long-necked giraffes gazing haughtily from above the tree tops
and then carefully crossing the road, and hyenas slinking sneakily with bowed
heads, leering at you as if you were a future cadaver.

I was so glad no hungry lioness had been around as I was moving the turtles. To
her I would have been a slow-moving nice piece of human meat and I would
not have gotten away. Who would have ever thought to be in danger from
turtles in Etosha Park?

I had read that I would be safe in my car, protected from all wild animals
except elephants. One could find oneself in real danger if a mischievous calf
came close to the car and the parent went after it, or if an excited amorous
male hears his beloved in the trees on the other side of the road. In cases like
that it was possible for an elephant to tread on one’s car and squash it like a
tin can.

It was to be Katona’s last meal in which he could eat his food and drink his
wine in peace. Tomorrow would be a whole new day. He was going to be
married by a black catholic priest.

I advanced slowly and carefully. Two adolescent teenage elephants ran beside
me, but they were in a playful mood and did not endanger me with any erotic
actions. On the dirt road ahead of me were many turtles and I was unable to
proceed.
I considered honking my horn but was afraid I’d bother the elephants. I waited to see if the turtles would move off to the side, but they moved, well, like
turtles. I had to get out of the car twelve times to pick up a turtle and move it
to the side of the road before I could move on. I arrived at the exit of the park
exactly as the sun was setting.
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Katonas and Papaleni were waiting for me to dine with them. My lateness had
them concerned even though they knew that fortune favors the bold. We sat
around a long table and ate with Papaleni’s whole family.

Return to the South. Basterland
My return to the South began with a police escort. I gave Olivia, Papaleni’s
young cousin and a police officer a ride to Windhoek. Early in the morning
there were vendors under the trees by the side of the road selling fresh milk. I
took the opportunity to ask about crime in country. Olivia told me that things
were better in Namibia than they were in South Africa, and that they experienced fewer armed robberies. White tourists traveling, like me, alone in rental
cars were relatively safe. She told me that gun licenses were only issued to
people who had safes at home in which to safely store their weapons, and
that most crimes committed were honor crimes in which knives were used. In
some tribes men considered it an affront to their masculinity if their wives had
extramarital relations and killed them by knife to restore their honor. On the
other hand, divorce was socially acceptable, and many women divorced their
husbands with little ado, remarrying and having more children, disregarding the
Christian tenet “What God has joined together let no man put asunder”.
I was astonished by this blend of African and Christian traditions and proposed
that family violence in Namibia might be combatted by introducing an annual
civil wedding contract which needed to be renewed every year by payment
of a government fee. Something like circulation fees for intimacy. That way in
Namibia one could choose to get married, divorced and remarried every year,
thus periodically formalizing one’s sexual desires without getting killed for
them and allowing the state to make some money off the “social unrest”. Olivia
and I had a good laugh at that.
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I drove quickly and without delays even though I usually automatically drive at
a slower pace when I am making conversation and my mind is occupied with
seemingly serious thoughts.
I wanted to arrive in Rehoboth, the territory of the Basters before night fell. I
asked Olivia if in Namibia one could lose one’s license for talking or swearing while driving. We broke into laughter. I asked her if one could lose one’s
license for laughing while driving and we continued laughing. At noon we
stopped at one of the open-air driver rest stops along the highway. We spread
the lunch we had brought with us on a table under a mopane tree. These trees
are favored by lions because their dense foliage makes an ideal resting spot for
a siesta. Rest stops in Namibia are clean and pleasantly designed with stone
tables and seats, offering tasteful relaxation.
I dropped Olivia off in Windhoek, told her not to forget to submit our proposal
of an annual marriage contract to her superiors, and arrived before sunset in
Rehoboth, the territory of the Basters.
The Basters are a mixed race that originated from the fruit of relations between
the first Dutch colonists and native Hottentot women on the shores of South
Africa around 1700. Today their number in the Rehoboth area is about sixty
thousand.
I always had a special interest in the mixing of races. Had I studied biology
instead of civil engineering, my thesis would have about crossbreeding living
creatures on Earth.

What would happen if only a bulldog and a fox terrier were left on earth? With
these anthropological and other queries in mind I decided to visit Rehoboth and
see the result of human interbreeding between white Dutch settlers and black
South African women with my own eyes.
The history of the Basters is touching and historically of interest. The children
of white Dutch colonists and black South African women belonged to neither
the white nor the black race and were wanted by neither. The white settlers
viewed them suspiciously and the black natives didn’t want them around. As
years passed these children grew up and formed a large social community in
Cape Town.
They became weary of being rejected and disregarded by their colonist fathers and black mothers and decided to migrate north in the search of a new
home, taking with them some cows. They proudly and without shame called
themselves Basters and set out on their trek. After years of adventure and maltreatment they crossed the Orange River and finally settled in the area around
Rehoboth, in today’s Namibia.
That night I stayed in a small hotel outside Rehoboth.
In the front yard of the hotel sat the body of an antique car. Metal frames of
old cars are a common sight in Namibia and are often exhibited as artistic
objects in front of farms, restaurants, and hotels.

It is easy to understand why an elephant cannot breed with an ant, but it is a
scientific research subject what happens when a swan breeds with a pelican.

In the morning I walked to the center of the town and sat in a well-frequented
café to observe representatives of the Baster race drinking coffee. People came
and went.
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As I saw it, Basters were a race of medium height, medium attractiveness,
and of steady stride. Perhaps they didn’t have the stature of black basketball
players of other races in the American NBA, but they had determination and
sincerity etched in their faces and such a steadfast demeanor not often encountered in Africa.
I was discreetly observing a dark-skinned girl at the cash register and drinking my coffee when a wave of shame overcame me. Who am I, I thought, to
pry so insistently people of another race only to satisfy my own insatiable
curiosity? Shame on me.
I got up and paid, leaving an excessive tip for the girl with the chocolate
skin and wide grey-blue eyes who was surprised at my generosity. I got in
my car and drove off.
I drove south. The plan for the day was to visit Sossusvlei, on the outskirts of
Naukluft National Park, and, god willing, to spend the night in Swakopmund
on the Atlantic Ocean.
After about a two-hour drive I arrived at the orange hills of Sossusvlei. A
thing I like about Namibia is their national network of roads. There is room
to walk freely and to drive freely. I drove into the national park after paying
the entrance fee and drove on between the orange hills.
The images of the faces of Basters in the café were still in my mind. It was
crowded with pictures from a single day on planet Earth.
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From Sossusvlei to the Atlantic
I started out from the orange dunes for the Atlantic Ocean late in the afternoon. The distance was only about 200 kilometers and I figured I would
arrive within three hours. I crossed some rolling hills with goats and donkeys
grazing here and there. I crossed over a dry riverbed and followed a sign
for Wales Bay and found myself in a flat dusty-grey volcanic landscape. The
earth was as if there had been a fire, without a trace of plants, of life.
After driving through this otherworldly landscape for an hour I had the feeling
of being on the moon. I felt like I was on a space tour to another planet. I
lived the audacious dream of many Chinese and American multimillionaires
without spending even a penny by driving a Toyota through Namibia’s Namib-Naukluft National Park, between Sossusvlei and the Atlantic Ocean.4The
road was a dirt road covered with gravel, a typical gravel road as was found
everywhere in Namibia.
It was very hot, above forty degrees, and the car’s air conditioner did not
work in such high temperatures. I opened the car windows to get some air.
A cloud of volcanic dust blew into my eyes and they started watering so that
I could not see anything.
Panicked, I stopped the car and rinsed my eyes of the dust with some drops
I always carry with me. I recovered immediately, closed the windows and
continued my trip.
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The temperature in the car with the closed wind suddenly had reached the
boiling point. My clothes were soaked with sweat and I looked like someone
who had just come out of the sea. I dazedly counted the drops that fell on the
floor from my naked wrist below my hand holding the steering wheel.
I had been driving alone along this straight gravel road for two hours when I
noticed a dust cloud coming towards me. It was from the only car I saw on that
trip. I asked myself what in the world I was doing driving all by myself in the
godforsaken area. Before I could finish this disquieting thought and as if I had
suddenly jinxed myself, I heard a dull sound from the front of the car. The front
right tire had gone flat. I got out, opened the trunk, found the jack, congratulated myself on finding the jack, positioned it under the car and began cranking.
Instead of lifting the car the jack sunk into the sand. I stood up and saw the
sun disappearing from the southern hemisphere. I thought about how to make
myself most comfortable for the night on the back seat of my car and how, god
willing, in the morning my dry tongue would be stuck to the roof of my mouth.
I knew I would not survive the entire night without water.
This upset me and I began searching for flat stones to place under the jack to
support it in the hope that I could then raise the car to change the tire. But in
this desolate place not even stones were to be found. I finally found a fairly flat
rock about a kilometer away, picked it up and carried it as if it were a small
child back to the car. After quite a struggle I was able to remove the flat tire.
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I tried to put on the spare tire, but it wouldn’t fit, even though the jack had
raised the car as high as it would go. Using my hands, I dug a pit around the
wheel and was able to mount the spare. Exhilarated I got back in the car and
took the steering wheel in my dirty hands. The sun had begun to say goodnight
to South Africa.
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Only five kilometers on I arrived at a paved seaside road. Only five kilometers
had separated the desert I had been in from the ocean, but it seemed as far as
the moon from the earth. I stopped at the first house by the road that had light.
It was an inn with a coffee shop on its ground floor. To the right of the café
were two American-style pool tables, the kind with pockets in the sides. On
the left there were four black girls, each seated by herself at a table. Three of
them were quite big, and they wore tight jeans which made their legs look like
whole Italian prosciuttos. The fourth girl on the other hand was very thin and
made you want to invite her for a rich meal.
A couple was coming down the stairs laughing. I quickly understood that I had
landed in a bordello for the sailors on the area. I was exhausted and did not
want to drive any further. I took a key and went up the wooden stairs, flopped
straight on my back onto the double bed and lay with my arms spread wide
as if I had been crucified. I was so tired that the lovemaking noises from the
adjoining rooms left me stone-cold indifferent. I shut my eyes and slept as if I
were in a cell in a monastery in Mount Athos, or as if I had just returned from
a trip to outer space, to the barren, arid, dry, flat, unwelcoming surface of some
alien planet and was not yet used to being back on planet Earth.
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Swakopmund at last
From the window of the bordello-inn I caught an early glimpse of the Atlantic Ocean. Everything looks different, more positive, in daylight. I had slept
on my back all night, immobile like a mummified pharaoh. I had been afraid
to move in case some nearby microbe made an amorous move on me.
I couldn’t tell if I had snored during the night, but I was sure I woke up in
the same position I had fallen asleep in. I went downstairs, helped myself to
a croissant in a plastic wrapper and a coffee in a paper cup and continued
my trip holding the coffee in one hand and the steering wheel in the other.
The area between Walvis Bay and Swakopmund is the touristic heart of
Namibia. Beautiful sandy beaches, resorts, comfortable campsites, space for
quad biking events in the desert dunes, holiday settlements, vacation homes
with expensive cars with South African plates parked in their driveways.
Seals and dolphins paraded themselves on the shores, attracting visitors. All
indicated that Swakopmund was an up and coming tourist destination. One
can only hope it wouldn’t be the next victim of touristic success. One can
only hope it won’t be the next victim of generic, free-for-all, greedy business ventures.
Swakopmund is an old quaint German town on the Atlantic, built at the
edge of the desert by the mouth of the Swakop river. A slice of Bavaria in
southwest Africa.
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Low roof-topped buildings, pretty gardens, beautiful churches, and an endless
view of the Atlantic make Swakopmund a European oasis of the past century,
an unexpected piece of history on the shores of Africa.
I had studied in German-speaking Zurich and the sight of German shop signs,
Bäckerei, Rechtsanwalt, Zahnarzt, and others made me smile in surprise and at
the same time feel at home.
I walked around the pretty town for hours, and stood speechless at the Atlantic
Ocean which did not return my smile as much as I tried to gain it’s attention,
and I drank one coffee after the other at quaintly decorated open-air refreshment bars. In the afternoon I prepared myself psychologically for the return
to the airport in Windhoek. My flight to Johannesburg was to leave that night.
I was driving slowly as I left the city and was stopped at a traffic light by two
well-dressed women. They were mother and daughter. The daughter was about
thirty, the mother forty-five. The mother approached my window and suggested
I take her daughter with me. “Take my daughter with you”, she said. I could
only smile. I told them I was leaving on an airplane for Greece in a few hours.
They acted as if they didn’t understand what I was saying. The daughter came
and sat next to me. She was slim and tall and had endlessly long legs, so long
she had a hard time fitting into my Toyota Yaris. It took half an hour and all
kind of reasoning for mother and daughter to finally let me go on my way. At
some point I even tried giving them money to let me leave but they didn’t take
it. The daughter wanted another life, not money.
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Truth is, if I were a beautiful young black woman wanting to live in Europe,
instead of joining the crowds on the Libyan shore and waiting to be smuggled,
I, too would try and find a European man to take me with him. I bade the disappointed mother and daughter a sympathetic farewell and arrived on time for
my flight to Johannesburg at the airport in Windhoek.

Johannesburg
Lightning in the South African sky.
The flight to Johannesburg started out well and we bid Namibia farewell under
a blue sky. The fasten seatbelt sign had been soon turned off and everyone
was up and about, conversing with one another on the Airbus. Things changed
once we entered South African airspace. A severe storm was in progress above
Johannesburg, Zeus was in no joking mood. There was thunder and lightning.
The sky was filled with vertical lit lines and it was a surreal sight.
Fireworks are usually launched from the ground, but from my window I saw
fireworks set off from heaven fall to the ground. It reminded me of the images
on TV of the Americans bombing Saddam Hussein’s Baghdad. The plane shook
violently, and one had to hold on for dear life. I felt like an astronaut floating
out of earth’s gravity.
I thought I was scared but then I reconsidered. When would I find another
opportunity to be in an airplane and watch the lightning spectacle from the
window while many passengers screamed and tumbled about? I pretended to
be in a movie theater watching a horror film after an airplane hijacking.
I had met the pilot when I boarded the plane. He was blond, polite, commanding, with a firm gaze and everything indicated him to be of sound mind,
without mental issues. He had my confidence and, if he should want to marry
my daughter, I would not say no. I gathered all my wits about me in order to
conquer my fear.
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I told myself that the plane had taken this route before and was used to flying
in the South African skies, and that JNB airport was one of the largest in the
world and had runways to land on from any direction the wind was blowing,
and that the pilot was young and handsome and certainly didn’t want to die,
and that Zeus was a compatriot and would surely not shoot a lightning bolt
into a plane carrying a fellow Greek. I stopped worrying and started enjoying
the shouts of the others as if I were watching an Oscar nominated film where
everything seemed so real.
The airland flew away from the lit-up stormy sky over Johannesburg. It was
announced over the loudspeakers that we would head to another city until the
thunderstorm was over and that there would be updates on the situation. We
were to fly around the South African night sky until Zeus decided what he was
going to do.
I was certain the handsome pilot would take us back to Johannesburg. He was
a handsome young man and surely had a girl waiting for him to go to dinner.
Perhaps he had made a reservation in a restaurant and did not want to keep
her waiting. My optimistic thoughts this time turned out to be true.
After two hours in the sky we landed at JNB. Between the steps of the plane
and the door of the waiting bus we got drenched by someone in heaven pouring buckets of water on us. We arrived at the airport building and waited impatiently for our luggage so that we could change into dry clothes. We arrived
in Johannesburg at three in the morning. After going through passport control,
we were greeted by a group of people holding signs and brochures.
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They were hustlers for hotels, like we had in Greece, in the islands, people who
tried to attract guests to the hotels. On none of my travels had I ever before
seen such touts inside an airport terminal. I was approached by one of the
group carrying a sign with said Hotel Petra.
I thought I was going crazy and wondered how this guy had gotten here from
the hotel in Ios. I asked him if he was Greek, but he said no that he was Jordanian. I gathered his hotel was named after the famous Hellenistic archaeological site in Jordan which was their equivalent to our Parthenon.
Chance chose my hotel in Johannesburg. We drove through the empty streets
in the night in a small car and ended up somewhere on the outskirts of the city.
We stopped outside a tall white wall topped with rolls of barbed wire. My
Jordanian friend, also Mohamed, opened the iron door and we entered a
courtyard. This hotel was special in that they had a female watchdog on their
welcome team.
My room was a prefab structure with a large aluminum sliding door at the
end of the garden. I entered, checked the room for cockroaches, covered the
bathroom drain with my guidebook, as was my habit, and went to sleep feeling
secure.
In the morning the dog was jumping into the pool after the ball its owner kept
throwing, a neighbor came to feed and play with the yellow parrots in the
yard, and the twisted like kokoretsi security wire on top of the wall gleamed
in the sunshine.
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It was time to return to the home of Olympic Airways. Jordanian Mohamed
took me to a square from where I caught a taxi. The driver was Indian. On my
way to the airport I still wanted to say hello to Soweto, the largest ever multiracial social project of our century.
I hoped to at least see some of the revolutionary paintings on cooling towers, furnaces and chimneys, reminders of events that shocked the world. We
entered Soweto at the memorial site where the photograph symbolic of the
struggle Apartheid is projected, that of a mortally wounded young boy being
carried by a classmate during a student demonstration on July 16, 1976 against
the implementation of Afrikaans as mandatory language at schools. We drove
on through the township of over two million black inhabitants.
Over the years urban development left its mark in this area bordering on the
mines and factories of the city on the history of worker housing. We toured the
city, seeing the sights, the houses from different decades, the stadium. At one
point I noticed from the road a bridge leading to an enormous building.
It was the public hospital of Soweto. Under the bridge hung signs with information on AIDS. It was three in the afternoon, the hour when the hospital allowed
visitors. On the bridge thousands of people were queued up patiently waiting
to go visit their ailing friends and family. It was the last image I had from the
trip before getting on the plane back home.
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Return to the white people’s continent
I returned to a Mediterranean land called Greece on one of the last Olympic
Airways flights from South Africa two days before Christmas 2008. It took me
fourteen hours to get used to seeing white people around me, and to realize
the obvious: that I was back in Europe, the white continent.
Nothing had changed I my country in the two weeks I had been gone. The
news was the same and unchanged, how much our pensions would be if we
lived so and so long, who killed and robbed whom, which bonuses were distributed, which fines lessened, and which illegal constructions had been legalized before the upcoming elections.
Of course I hadn’t expected any marvelous miracles, I hadn’t expected the
acacias, the eucalypts, and the pines to have grown so much in two weeks that
they could have hidden the ugly housing in our area, I hadn’t expected the cacti
to turn into tulips, and I hadn’t expected our incompetent political representatives to be replaced by excellent, young, talented people chosen by the strictly
democratic Supreme Council for Civil Personnel Selection.
I had however hedged such secret hopes while I was away. I would have liked
to have a black newscaster with perfect Greek language skills read the news
on national television, at least on Sundays, so that I could have the illusion that
change was possible in this country.
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It took a few days for me to adjust. Katonas and Papaleni arrived with family
soon thereafter and went straight to Ios. Little Kakeloupe, Papaleni’s daughter
from a previous relationship, followed her mother. In only one year she learned
to speak fluent Greek and was one of the best students at the Ios high school.
Today, ten years after their wedding, Katonas and Papaleni live and work in
Swansea in Wales in Great Britain which for a few short months will still be
a member of the EU. They have purchased a taxi and own a house and have
two darling little dark-skinned girls who have Katonas’ eyes. The last time I
saw them was in Ios in the summer of 2018 when we happily relived moments
in this book.
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Namibia
One of the world’s treasures
Namibia is a long, narrow country seven times the size of Greece. The southern part of the country is mountainous and has ravines, mines, large national
parks where the famous orange sand dunes in Sossusvlei are of geological interest. Kalahari Desert, which extends into neighboring Botswana, starts in the
eastern part of the country. The central part is home to large cattle farms which
belong mostly to white settlers of English, Dutch, and German ancestry. It is
also where the capital, Windhoek, is located. The northern part of the country
near the border with Angola, is a vibrant green plain watered by the Kunene
and Okavango rivers. This long and narrow strip is cultivated and farmed by
half the black population of Namibia which belong to the Owambo tribe. This
is also where our bride Papaleni Shilongo’s village, Ongwediva, is.
Namibia is bordered in the east by Botswana, a former English colony. Here the
Okavango river takes on the role of water supplier to the arid land, much like
the Jordan river. In the south it is bordered by its former administrator, South
Africa, from which – after bloody struggle – it gained independence in 1990.
The northeastern border is with former British colony Zambia, led by socialist
Kenneth Kaunda, and in the north with the long troubled former Portuguese colony Angola, which was a communist people’s republic and stage for a bloody
civil war involving Russia and Cuba on the one side and the USA and South
Africa on the other. On the West Namibia is bordered by the Atlantic Ocean
from whence European settlers arrived and in which an estimated population
of several thousand whales and millions of smaller fish and other creatures live.
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The country has two million inhabitants, the black tribes Owambo, Nama,
Herero, Bushmen, Basters and others all speak different languages but herd
the same cattle. The white tribes are Dutch, German, and English and they
occupy the largest farms in the country. In Namibia people do not push each
other out of the way to get ahead, the Kalahari desert makes one feel free
during the day and in love with the stars during the night, and the god of the
wind blows sand from the orange rocks wherever he wants and onto whichever hill he likes. The rivers run dry in canyons and only a chocolate-hued
Pythoness knows when they will flow again with all their power.
The cities of Namibia, Lueberitz, Swakopmund and others remind of Bavaria,
and are unexpected in the heart of Africa. The built environment allows for
freedom of movement and is aesthetically pleasing. The locals’ smiles are
authentic and full of life.
The wild animals live in mutual peace with the human population. They
pose for the tourists and are only each other’s enemies within the national
parks, established at the beginning of the 20th century. Namibia belongs to
the group of very few countries that successfully protect wild animals from
being hunted and try and eliminate and abolish jungle law on the plains of
the world.
Visitors to Namibia are for the most part well-heeled South Africans and
Europeans. Many of them head to the area around Swakopmund from where
they go on kayaking daytrips to see seal colonies and dolphins at Pelican
Point; others chose to go on safari in Etosha Park in the hopes of seeing a
black rhinoceros.
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The most bloodthirsty among them go on hunting vacations on special game
reserves where they can kill animals offered up to be shot. The noisiest among
them can rent quads and ride up and down the orange sand dunes. The most
athletic work out hiking in Fish River Canyon, the most adventurous rent specially outfitted jeeps and camp overnight in rooftop tents, the wealthiest fly
in private planes above Skeleton Coast, viewing washed up whale carcasses,
purists go to Caprivi or Damaraland or other places nobody else goes to, and
the most fortunate of all go to attend a wedding in Owamboland.
The rivers of Namibia, the Omaruru, the Swakop, the Kuiseb and others which
flow toward the Atlantic carry with them hard volcanic stones called diamonds.
I don’t know if diamonds really are the best friend of beautiful women like
Marilyn Monroe, but in the few days I spent in the country I learned that Namibia is without doubt one of the most beautiful untouched diamonds of this
earth.
Namibia’s history is tumultuous and movielike, with many Hollywood stars
visiting the Kalahari Desert. The white colonists arrived in the 18th century at
the shores of South Africa by boat and kicked out the indigenous black people.
Displaced by the Dutch Boers the natives, the Oorlams, organized into groups,
crossed the Orange River and headed to the interior of Namibia, far away from
the white people. Their leader was the notorious Jonker Afrikaner. The young
migrants came into conflict with the local Nama tribe who were suddenly
confronted with the newcomers’ cattle grazing on their land. They were at
war until a new enemy appeared, the Herero tribe from the North. The Namas
and Oorlams united to fight the foreign invaders, much like the ancient Greeks
united to fight the Persians.
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Jonker Afrikaner in the role of Themistocles was able to successfully throw
back the attacking enemy and created a safe military zone between the
Bantu Herero in the North and the Khoisan Nama and Oorlam in the South.
As these inter-African conflicts were taking place during the 19th century, a
new power arrived in Namibia, white missionaries.
Lutheran missionaries established permanent parishes in the region in order to educate the black population in new agricultural techniques. In 1843,
surrounded by about a thousand of Jonker Afrikaner’s followers, missionaries
from the Rhine founded the first religious and commercial citadel in Windhoek, the now capital of Namibia. Weapons, whiskey, coffee, and sugar were
exchanged for ebony and ostrich feathers supplied by white and black hunters in the area.
Charles John Andersson was an honorable representative of the new group
of white hunters and traders in the region. He sold weapons to everybody,
fought alongside Kamaherero, the king of the Herero, successfully defeated
the barbarian Nama cattle thieves, and wrote poetry as well as his travel
account “Okavango River”.

The German occupation of Namibia lasted until July 1915 when German soldiers surrendered to the British at Khorab. Some years later, in 1947, Namibia
came under the administration of the South Africa of Apartheid and racial
discrimination. Black residents were removed from white areas into remote
inhospitable places.
The armed struggle for Namibia’s independence from South Africa began in
August 1976 with the foundation of SWAPO. Cuban soldiers had come from the
distant Caribbean to stand by the new communist government of Angola, and
they also assisted the Namibian guerillas. After 14 years of conflict all sides had
enough. UN Security Council resolution 435 ended the war, with the Cubans
retiring from Angola in exchange for the South Africans leaving Namibia.
Namibian independence became reality in 1990. Under the auspices of the
United Nations a democratic constitution was signed that ensured equal rights
for all who lived in the land – white, black, and mixed-race. This constitution
has been upheld until today and hopefully will be forever, despite the history
of racial tensions.

Otto von Bismarck who loudly proclaimed that Germany would never become a colonial power, would change his mind and annexed Namibia. In
1908 rich diamond deposits were discovered near Lueberitz, and German
trains filled with copper from the mines of Tsumeb travelled to German ships
waiting at the shore.
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Farewell Namibia
The trip to Namibia was an easy trip, not dangerous. It was a trip to a quite
civilized country where my wife could have easily accompanied me. I was
not bitten once by a mosquito, no one tried to rob me, the country’s police
all appeared to be honorable, the antelopes in the national parks were all as
graceful as highly paid supermodels, elephants did not tread on people, and
the sun set was magical and right on time. The country’s infrastructure was a
thousand times better than that of Greece. The clear eyes and nice smiles on
the faces of the people I met were pure and without suspicion. I didn’t find
any diamonds lying in the road.
I will return to Namibia to watch the sun set in a red glow into the Atlantic
Ocean, to see stars respectfully greet the Kalahari Desert, and lions look at
me calmly.
I will return to Namibia, I’ve promised myself. I will try and find the Boer
in flip flops who drove three hundred kilometers to help a stranger fill his
empty tank with gas. I will give him a pair of the highest quality binoculars
in the world so he can watch the graceful antelopes of his country as they
stroll along.
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